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Capgemini’s next generation 
Application Management Platform
Business Aware, Future Proof

Brief Overview

Firms and other large organizations face an increasing set of opportunities and challenges, which require their IT function to 
become more ‘Business Aware’ and ‘Future Proof’ to deliver on objectives such as:
•	 Offering a superior value proposition to their end customers
•	 Reducing time-to-market in the face of changing consumer behavior and need to support multiple channels-to-market
•	 Accelerating access to globalization opportunities based on a relevant value proposition, while maintaining a prudent cost 

structure, etc.

Firms often have a siloed and vastly heterogeneous application landscape, which results in IT management and business 
performance challenges. As firms get ready for the future, the IT organization must be prepared to deliver more with less.
This dual objective is attainable only if firms realize cost reduction combined with innovation (aligned to the strategic intent
of the firm) as two sides of the same coin.

Why Capgemini’s next generation 
Application Management Platform?

Capgemini’s next generation Application Management 
Platform is a business process-oriented, industrialized 
approach to application management that delivers:
•	 ‘Always-On’ ability to execute business transactions
•	 Pervasive cost reduction
•	 A ‘Business Aware’ and ‘Future Proof’ IT landscape

Our next generation AM Platform (ngAM) recaptures the 
essence of why applications were implemented in the first 
place—to deliver business transactions. It reduces the 
need for expensive external transformation efforts which 
are often not predicated on practical insights from day-to-
day execution. The Capgemini next generation AM Platform 
enables clients simultaneously to capture the value from 

next-gen industrialization and transformation; further, it is 
implemented in accordance with Capgemini’s Collaborative 
Business Experience TM model, which yields better, faster, 
and more sustainable results. It does not adopt the ‘rip-
and-replace’ approach to your existing investments.
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Impact due to Transformation

Impact due to next-gen Industrialization
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Capgemini’s next generation AM Platform has four pillars (depicted below). The pillars incorporate a judicious blend of IT 
execution and business-IT strategy to ensure the optimum levels of next-gen industrialization and transformation value 
delivery in engagements.

These pillars are backed-up by a broad range of speed-to-value levers that add substantial value compared to the traditional AM 
approach. They are implemented based on industrialization, IT management and execution, management consulting methods, 
and deployment of people expertise, in a way relevant to each client’s needs.

Increased Effectiveness 
in IT Service Delivery 

combined with delivering 
pervasive Cost Reduction  

Superior Service 
Integration and Experience

Improved Effectiveness 
of Business Process

Future Proofing 
the IT Landscape  

Smart Organizational Model

Improvements in operational 
process and rigor

Maintenance effort reduction 
due to improvement in the 
quality of Baseline

Resolution effectiveness

Automation

Work Volume Reduction

Integrated Service Desk

3rd Party Management based 
Service Integration (SI)

Mapping of Business Processes / 
Transactions to CIs in the CMDB

Pervasive tooling across the IT 
stack to deliver metrics based 
SI management and fix-before-fail 
resolutions for key 
business processes

Real-time Dashboard with 
Predictive Capabilities e.g. events, 
services and processes impacted

Integrated Business Service 
Catalog development and 
ongoing management 

Distributed Digital Delivery 
with collaboration capabilities

Development of a 
Measurement Architecture

Recording # of Applications 
servicing each Business Capability 
for further investigation

Recording of Business 
Process-Application-Integration-
Data interaction patterns to 
deliver superior KPIs  

Develop improvement actions 
across (i) Operational actions, 
(ii) Actions with Capgemini  & 
Client and (iii) Actions that require 
investment in new Technology 
(SMAC, BPM, Rules Engine, UX)

Judicious Digitization of Business 
Processes is undertaken by 
building Business-IT modular 
components to deliver Strategic 
Agility, etc.

Provision Mid / Back-Office 
Capabilities to Front-Office to make 
Business processes faster-cheaper-
better-smarter 

Bottom-up identification of 
transformation programs aligned 
to Client themes

Development of Point of Arrival (POA) 
Application Landscape (Constructive 
Destruction - aka rationalization 
using LINKS / WARP tools, 
Creation of Capabilities to 
cash-in on Trends)
 
Development of a Firm-wide 
Business-IT Target Operating 
Model (TOM) that portrays the 
extent of sharing of Business 
Capabilities across LoBs

Development of the AM and 
Sourcing Target Operating 
Model (TOM) aligned to the 
Business-IT TOM

Capgemini’s next generation Application Managemen Platform delivers 
substantial client benefits

Superior Service 
Integration and Experience

2.

1.

3. 4.

Metrics based real-time 
Decision Making esp. 

in key areas

Improve KPIs of Priority 
Business Processes

Deliver strategic impact 
to the Business and increase 

IT effectiveness

Tooling and 
Dashboards

Business Process 
Focus Method

WARP
Links

Improved Effectiveness of
Business Processes

Future Proofing the 
IT Landscape

Free-up IT Budget for Innovation

Transition AM-In-A-Box Real-time 
Dashboard

iMSC Lean Continuous
Improvement Framework

What?

How?

y

Increased Effectiveness in IT Service Delivery combined with delivering pervasive Cost Reduction  
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Description of Capgemini’s next gen AM Platform

Pillar 1: Increased effectiveness in IT Service delivery while 
realizing pervasive cost reduction encompasses:
(a)  Smart Organization Model
A choice of an appropriate service strategy is made for each sliver of the IT 
portfolio (e.g., Manage-Maintain the application landscape, Custodial Model for 
low-care applications, etc.) based on the portfolio characteristics.

(b)  Improvements in operational processes and rigor
Capgemini’s Swift Sustain and EzTrans Transition methodologies map stakeholder 
drivers and any changes in commitment levels required to establish the enabling 
environment for service transition.

(c)  Reduction in maintenance effort due to uplift in 
   the quality of the baseline
Capgemini leverages its investment in Application Intelligence tools (CAST and 
others) to proactively scan application code and understand the Technical Control 
Flow required to support code modifications and drive enhancements in the 
functional documentation of applications.

(d)  Improved resolution effectiveness aided by automation
Automation of AM activities and pervasive instrumentation across the depth of 
the IT stack provides firms with the ability to improve resolution effectiveness and 
Service Integration experience.

These levers are implemented in accordance with the findings from the Client Value Discovery Workshop in the ‘Portfolio 
Analysis’ stage of the engagement supported by our Portfolio Analysis and Insight tools such as the Links CIO Performance 
Dashboard and the Wide-angle Application Rationalization Program (WARP). The following figure shows the typical value 
realization from the speed-to-value levers over the span of a client engagement.
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Due to Investments, these are premised not to be unbundled

Capgemini’s next generation Application Management Platform (ngAM) delivers value across four categories:

Client Baseline Spend over 5 years: X Million

Years

1. Traditional operational AM Cost Savings  
2. ngAM Cost Saving levers, i.e. effective organization structures, 
    measures to reduce AM workload,etc.
3. Value from ngAM levers, e.g. avoidance of costs associated with down time, superior 
    Service Integration and operational experience plus added investments in process improvements, 
    automation and transformation analysis
4. Transformational value from specific Business Cases

Substantial additional value on account of specific 
Transformation Initiatives, for which Business cases are 
built. For the 2 Business Cases built, additional value 
realizable is 50+% of X

1 2 3 4 5

~6% of X over 5 years
~5% of X over 5 years
~31% of X over 5 years

Value from next gen AM levers
Next gen AM Cost Savings levers
Traditional AM Cost Savings

Caselet #1: For a leading 
North American manufacturing 
client, the EzTrans Transition 
Methodology involved 
assessment of code quality 
and identification of hot spots 
during Transition. A total of 
109 interface diagrams were 
developed and automation was 
deployed which resulted in an 
80% reduction in high-priority 
incidents and a 60% reduction 
in TIBCO exceptions.

Caselet #2: For a leading 
European retailer, 300 reports 
were generated using an 
in-house tool across their global 
operations. The queries took 
between 8 and 48 hours to 
execute. The same queries were 
re-engineered to execute in 2 to 
10 minutes, thereby delivering 
substantial performance 
improvements.

Caselet #3: For a leading North 
American consumer goods 
client, a monitoring solution 
was implemented across their 
portfolio spanning multiple 
technology platforms. Over 80% 
of the monitoring checks were 
automated. This resulted in more 
than 60% improvement 
in productivity.
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(e)  Work volume reduction

In Capgemini’s next generation AM engagements, the instrumentation deployment 
is used to drive shift left resolutions. Preventive maintenance efforts and proactive 
initiatives such as vulnerability analysis, reduction in redundant inventory items, and 
reduction in compute power requirements are implemented, to reduce the volume 
of work.

Pillar 2: Service Integration and Experience is driven by 
the following elements:
a) Organizational Model: a Business Service Integration approach is driven through 

an Integrated Service Management Office and focused-management of the 
Service Catalog

b) An integrated Service Desk is established to avoid issues from going back and 
forth between resolution teams to provide holistic outcomes and improve FCR

c) Pervasive instrumentation provides metrics-based Service Performance 
Management covering Service Providers in the IT landscape, and drives fix-before-
fail resolutions

d) Distributed Digital Delivery dashboards help foster cross-location 
    AM team collaboration

Pillar 3: Improved effectiveness of business processes
Traditional IT metrics such as SLAs, often leave business stakeholders with 
the feeling of “metrics green but experience red.” Remediation requires that IT 
organizations elevate the nature of their business alignment while enhancing IT 
effectiveness simultaneously. As a first step to realize this, IT actions are aligned 
to the Business KPI-tree, to incorporate the relationship between business and 
IT metrics that reflect the in-flight health of business transaction instances —at 
Capgemini, we call the latter SMART AM KPIs.

Pillar 4: Future Proof the IT Landscape
The final pillar invokes multiple transformational levers, including insights from 
the engagement team to identify ‘bottom-up’ transformation programs—service 
transformation programs and management of ideas from the team (using our Time, 
Expertise & Assets’ Mutual Exchange (TEAMx) tool). A first pass Point of Arrival 
(PoA) Application Landscape is developed using a couple of themes: application 
consolidation and rationalization, using Capgemini’s Links and WARP tools and 
definition of a Business-IT TOM that drives increased sharing of Business Capabilities 
across lines of business.

Application Development Factories can be established to realize the PoA Application 
Landscape. These Factories tend to be set up to cover enhancements, report 
development, interface development, SAP ABAP development, etc. Application 
Rejuvenation Factories also can be implemented to realize the Point of Arrival 
Application Landscape. They also serve to aggregate demand, harness synergies 
taking into account the business-IT context and deliver productivity gains.

www.capgemini.com/am

Ramesh Kumar Ramamurthy
rameshkumar.ramamurthy@capgemini.com

For more details contact:
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About 
Capgemini

With almost 140,000 people in 
over 40 countries, Capgemini 
is one of the world’s foremost 
providers of consulting, 
technology and outsourcing 
services. The Group reported 
2013 global revenues of EUR 
10.1 billion. Together with its 
clients, Capgemini creates and 
delivers business and technology 
solutions that fit their needs and 
drive the results they want. A 
deeply multicultural organization, 
Capgemini has developed its own 
way of working, the Collaborative 
Business ExperienceTM, and draws 
on Rightshore®, its worldwide 
delivery model. 

Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com

Capgemini’s next 
generation Application 
Management Platform

Capgemini’s next generation Application 
Management Platform is a business 
value-oriented, industrialized approach 
for managing client applications 
that provides always-on business 
transactional capability while pervasively 
reducing costs by creating a business 
aware and future proof IT application 
landscape. Already deployed across 
multiple sectors, Capgemini’s next 
generation Application Management 
Platform is proven to increase the 
effectiveness of clients’ business 
processes, provide them with superior 
Service Integration and deliver a better 
customer experience.


